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A SPECIAL REPORT FROM NEW EXPRESSION

SEPTEMBER, 1985

INSIDE

t;>o u

T

A Youth Perspective on the Chicago Public High Schools

Dream come true

Students (from the inside) report on Chicago high schools
This report is the work of eight public high
school students who worked over 300 hours
apiece last summer to assemble the facts and
recommendations published in this special
supplement to New Expression.
We worked as a team under the title Project:
InSIDER. Some of our recommendations could
tum Chicago high schools "inside out." Some of
our recommendations would give all students
(as insiders) the chance to be out-spoken about
their education. In other words, this is an Inside

Out report.
If you other insiders who attend Chicago high
schools want to get out and have your say, too,
please make use of the form on Page 12. Tell
us what you think of this report and let us know
which of our recommendations you would be
willing to support. These eight students'
recommendations can become 100,000
recommendations if 100,000 decide that they
approve. The decision is yours.

-

The InSIDER story: how we did it
Should high school students be paid to
evaluate their own schools?
Would h1gh school students be willing to
accept the job?
Could high school students do It well
enough to be accepted and listened to?
In Chicago, in the summer of 1985, New
Expression decided that it SHOULD be
done, and eight Chicago teens said they
WOULD do it.
As you sit reading this page, you know
that they COULD do it, because this 12page report is what they produced.
What follows on this page is their storywhat they did as the first paid student critics
in history.
This story opened last June 21 before the
public schools were closed . It happened at
Lake Forest Academy. Eight public school
juniors chosen for the Project InSIDER
team met In this private suburban higt'l
school "that looked like a mansion," said
Robin LaSota.
"The eight of us came from different
backgrounds and different high schools,"
said Martha Ayala. "We had to overcome a
lot to form a group that would speak for all
students."
The group was soon confronted with
"tons of stuff to read," said Yvette King . " I
understood that we were going to have to
work, but some of the reading was really
complicated " Some of it was also eyeopening. "The statistiCS In The Bottom
Line, (a report on low reading test scores
and drop-out rates) were wild," said Gllbel
Gomez. " It really became clear to me that
our schools are not doing the job.''
The InSIDER team met in a downtown
classroom donated by the National College
of Eduat1on. "We had homework. We met
everyday in the morning. Some people
were late and didn't get along sometimes.
But we were writing our own lesson plan.
We set the priorities," said Usa Moultrie.
When the InSIDERS attended a
student-produced play, "That Apple Sure
Don't Shine," at the Parkway Theatre, they
gave it rave reviews. The play (called " an

inner-city version" of "The Breakfast Club"
by one critic) portrays school problems like
teen pregnancy and discouraged students
and teachers. "It really grabbed us," said
Martha. "We knew the problems were
there, but this play brought it home. It made
me think, yeah, that's me, or that's my friend
up there."
They questioned Dr. Gary Orfield, author
of a controversial report on the record of
Chicago public high schools in preparing
students for college. They were able to arrange a meeting with Ted Sizer, author of
Horace's Compromise, an account of a
teacher who slowly compromises all of his
ideals about teaching due to financial
pressures, increasing paper work and a
loss of control over how he teaches.
"Sizer was really wonderful to talk to,"
said Robin. " He really cares about students; he wanted to talk to us and find out
our feelings about the schools."
When the InSIDERs Interviewed Nate
Blackman, the principal of Metro High, they
discussed the differences between Metro
and other Chicago public high schools.
Jorge Alicea was impressed with Metro's
long class periods. But the fact that students could help shape the class offerings
at Metro seemed most important. "If all
schools would let their students help decide
about curriculum, more kids would probably
be interested In school," said Tracy Walls.
By this time, the team was choosing the
topics they wanted to work on for the report.
"Our research , In the beginning, took time,
but trying to find sources and talk to people
who don't want to talk was harder," said
Martha.
Some days were really discouraging.
Martha schedu led Interviews at an
elementary school far from her home, only
to be turned away at the door. The principal
decided she " did not want to get Involved."
An average workday for the team might
consist of several student hearings in the
morning at a school, an afternoon spent
listening to tapes of the hearings and an
evening at the computer recording their in-

formation.
This report is only one phase of the InSIDERs' analysis of all the city high
schools. They are ready to present it to the
Mayor's Office, to Dr. Joseph Lee (the new
deputy superintendent of high schools), to
the press, and to you, the students.
Photo by Greg Wiley
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Project orientation, Lake Forest Academy

Appreciation
This study by eight Chicago high school
students was made possible through a grant
from the Joyce Foundation.
We are grateful to the National College of
Education for giving us space for a summer
headquarters; to Ken Eckert of The First National Bank for con tributing his group
dynamics skills to make us a team; to Public
Communications, Inc. for assisting us to
"meet the press," and to Leo Burnett for
supplies and services.

The College Information Fair
designed with YOU in mind
-

Thursday, October 17
6 to 9 p.m.
• meet representatives from 150 colleges and
universities nationwide
• learn about financial aid and scholarships
• discover new transfer programs and degree
options
Call 456-0300, ext. 262 for more information.

Triton College
2000 Fifth Avenue
River Grove, Illinois 60171

D
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The following educational specialists were
generous with their time In talking with us:
Sharon Weitzman and Jean Newcomer, Designs for Change; Dr. James Coleman and
Dr. Gary Orfleld of the University of Chicago;
State Representative Woods Bowman; Dr.
Larry Nucci, University of Illinois, Chicago;

Theodore Sizer, Brown University; George
Schmidt, Editor of Substance.
The following schools and youth centers
cooperated In our efforts to interview students. teachers and administrators: St.
Sabina parish, Sacred Heart parish, Latino
Youth, Cabrinl Learning Center, Whitney
Young H.S., New Trier H.S., University of
Chicago Lab School, Oak Park-River Forest
H.S. and Chicago H.S. for Metropolitan
Studies.
And to all those who answered surveys,
responded to phone calls, attended hearings,
typed our copy, took our phone messages,
provided transportation, we say "thanks." We
hope this Report lives up to your expectations.

ACT Preparation Course
Sponsored oy Project Upward Bound
University of Dlinois at Chicago

The ACT Preparation Course Is
designed to assist students prepttrlng for the American College Testing's Admission Test (ACT) and the
College Board's.
This course Is designed to:
• familiarize students with the type
of questions In both tests
• explain the difference In directions
for each type of test
• offer organized review sessions In
each subject area of the test
• suggest valuable test sklll techniques
There will be four 6-week
Intensive courses In October,
1985: February, 1986: April.
1986; and June, 1986. Classes
will meet every Saturday for
four hours. Nt>w courses begin:
October 5. 1985
February 1, 1986
April 12, 1986
June 23, 1986

The cost per student for a 8-week
session Is $35.00 and $40.00 for a
9-week session. Payment Is due at
least two weeks before each
module. Because of space, the
cl11sses will be limited. Apply e11rly.
Payment can be made in person or
by mall. For further Information can

996-5045.

Payment

By Mail to: (DO NOT SEND
CASH)
ACT Preparation Course
University of Illinois at Chicago
Box 4346
Chicago, Illinois 60660
In Person Come to:
Project Upward Bound
Science and Engineering Bid.
Room 1303
6~1 S. Morg11n
(High-Rise, Morgan f, Taylor)
To take adva11t11ge of the course, it
is recommended that high school
sophomores, juniors 11nd seniors register.
r
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We've played
in the same show
so long ...
by Lisa Moultrie

Scene 1
Outside almost any Chicago
Public High School, John stands
with his hands stuffed in his jacket.
pockets as he tries to stay warm.
John arrived seven minutes late
for his first class, so he knows he'll
have to stand outside for the next
forty minutes . The doors are
locked.

Scene 2
John decides to visit his counselor, Mrs. Bates, during his lunch
period. John wants help to transfer from gym to R.O.T.C. In the
counseling office, the clerk tells
John that his counselor is not in.
" Where is she?"
" I don't know."
John throws up his hands and
leaves. This is the third time this
week he's come to see Mrs. Bates
and she hasn't been in her office.

classes. Empty! John 's gym
clothes and driver's ed. book are
gone. Looking up, John sees that
the top of his locker has been
ripped off.

Does this
script sound
familiar?

Scene 6
(The next Monday)
Scene 5
Fed up with the chaos in his
study hall, John decides to go into
the library to study for his chemistry test next period.
In the hallway, John is stopped
by a teacher he's never seen before.

Scene 3
John's English teacher asks
John to turn in the three vocabulary assignments he missed
while he was absent. John says
he didn't know about any assignments, but he would do them and
hand them in tomorrow. The
teacher insists that it's John's responsibility to . do the work he
missed and turn it in when he returns to school. John earns three
F's for the week.

Scene 4
John turns the numbers on his
combination lock between

"Where's your pass, sir?"
"I don't have one."
" Sign this detention slip and
serve it by Friday."
"I was only--"
John was cut off by a girl he
knew in the honor's program. As
she walks by, she speaks to the
teacher. John sees that the girl
doesn't carry a pass either.
"Sign the pass, sir," the teacher
repeated.
John swore silently and pulled
out a pen.

John doesn't"go to school. Outside his window, John watches his
teachers carrying their strike
signs pacing the sidewalk. As the
principal and other administrators
cross the picket line, the teachers
boo and hiss at them.
Meanwhile, John sits in front of
his TV set and watches All My

Cover photo from New Expression, March, 1980

Children .
Does this script sound familiar?
Have you heard this plot before?
Do you know what the lines are
before they're written? We think
you do.
We think that you're so used to

the daily conflicts and hassles of
school , that you never thought of
anything different. Now turn to
page four and read about a new
show that could premiere this
season.

What's wrong?
• Students with different abilities, interests and
styles are rarely brought together to share
opinions, so they end up being strangers or
enemies instead of classmates.

• Teachers and students don't normally participate in school decisions that seriously affect them; thus, students can be locked out of
their classes without appeal.

• Schools do not use the talents they have in
their students and their staff as well as they
could, so students daydream in study hall instead of tutoring or helping counselors for credit.

• School administrators are not usually trained
to encourage good two-way communication or
to organize the school for full student participation, and, so, most of them 'run the ship
themselves.'

Student voices
The following comments were
made by teens who gave testimony to Project InSIDER, both in
student hearings that we held
around the city and in essays
written for the Project.

you need the classes I'm giving
you. I said can't we talk about it?
And he says no. This is what you
need.
Blanca Medina
CUrie '88

the [teacher's] pride and joy. I was
in the middle. You would always
see the ones in the middle turning
around. They always had conversations with the ones in the back.
Blanca Medina
Curie '88

kids. There's twenty-five of us. We
all have our classes together. The
problem with that is that, wow, our
school is so integrated, and there
are all different kinds of people
[and] the twenty-five of us don't
really get to mingle and meet as
many people as everyone else.

Stop This Show!
RENEE: I was in Accounting 3.
The teacher just moved too
fast ... she was like flying through
the book. like a airplane or
something. That's why people say
forget it. I'm gonna quit. Stop.
cause you know things moving
too fast for you.
MODERATOR: Did you try to
change your dass?
RENEE: Yeah I tried, but I couldn't
drop that class ... 'cause It was a
major.

Renee Beasly
Harper '86

I talked to a couple of my teachers,
about this certain teacher that has
us sitting there doing nothing. And
they say that she's been like that
for years. And what can they do
about it? So I left it alone. As long
as I got my passing grade.

Frances Willies
Schurz '87
My dMslon teacher said you're
going to take this and this and I
asked, well, don't I have a choice
and he said no you don't, because

II
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Some of the counselors lock the
door, or when they see a student
coming, they pretend that they are
talking on the telephone and the
call is very important. And When
you talk to them, they tell you that
they are going somewhere, and
they will be right back. They don't
come back until you get tired of
waiting and leave.
Tommy Carter

Curie '86
I was in and out of school my
freshman year. I got shot. I was
out for a while. Now the counselor,
she knows I'm having trouble,
she's supposed to call me or
something and they don't do
that ... they knew I got shot. It was
on the Intercom.
·

In a Catholic school . . . the students- well, what she called the
MH students - they try to hide
you. Hide you so nobody knows
that you're a slow student. See, in
the public school you're off into
one class and everybody knows
that you slow. But if you are, then, I
think you should be with people
that are like you, all the time slow.
Charod Temple
Corliss '87

Rodney Cardenas
Latino Youth '86 (formerly at Harrison)

Well, l guess the ones that had the
most problems were the ones that
were put in this special class. Because the teachers talk to the
counselors and tell them there is
too many that ain't paying attention in class, you know .... They
put you in a group and see if they
can get something out of you.

Students Divided ...

Hector Gonzalez
Latino Youth '87

My class was half and half- one
half all A's and the other half was
failing. And the A-students would
be in the front. I guess they were

One bad thing about my school is
that I'm in a program for advanced

Cecily Schoen
lincoln Park '87

About Fear ...
A perfect school is a place where
you can go where you don't have
to worry about getting shot on
your way to class. I consider a
perfect school where you can go
to learn and not fear for your life at
the same time.
Diane Salomon
Longwood '84

MODERATOR: You've seen a
fight and you've seen a security
guard just watch the fight?
LESLIE: Just watch and they don't
say nothing . . . 'cause he's
scared.

Leslie Falls
Bogan'87

HECTOR: When I finished my
freshman year at Harrison High
School ... you couldn't walk in the
hallways and say hi to anybody,
always somebody giving you dirty
looks, or you're worried about
somebody starting something
with you .... So it was hard ... it
was hard to come into the school
and put your mind on work while
you had to watch in back, you
know?
MODERATOR: Did you ever talk
about gangs in school?
HECTOR: Yeah, we did but that
don't help a bit ... they would tell
us you could try and prevent it.
How are you going to prevent a
good 100 people after you ....
That's what we used to tell them,
you know? Then they used to just
shut up. They couldn't do nothing
else.
Hector Gonzalez
Latino Youth '86 (formerly at Harrison)

But we can create a new script • • •
Scene I
Inside " Real Community" high
school, Jane enters the front door
after showing her I.D. to the hall
monitor by the door (Student and
faculty representatives at the begmnmg of the year voted to check
I.D.s because of trouble from
strangers entering the school. The
students and faculty also agreed
not to let others in through other
doors.)
She hurries to class. She knows
that this will be her third tardy. One
more time and she'll have a choice
of helping with cafeteriJ. clean-up
for an hour or helping out in the
office for a week .
When Jane gets to class, she
shows respect for the class discussion in progress by entering
quietly. But the teacher stops long
enough to tell her what page of the
book the class is on.

lately?" the teacher asks. " I saw
shorts on display at the stores,
yesterday."
"But it's still winter," someone
says.
"We have to wear shorts for
gym," another comments.
''I'd rather do that than march in
R.O.T.C," Jane butts in.
" Do you want to join the Army?"
someone asks Jane.
" I don't know. But I tried to
change R.O.T.C. to gym," she answers.

Scene IV
Jane finds her locker door
opened when her locker partner
comes by to drop a book in the
locker.
" What do you have next?" she
asks.
" Gym. And guess what! I forgot
my uniform."
" Rent one. It's only twenty five
cents."
" Yeah! But that's twenty five
cents out of my pocket. "

" No!" they answer like a chorus.
"Too bad!" With that, he closes
the door firmly behind him.
He sits down at the head of the
table, looking around the table for
eye contact.
"Today is Spanish-speaking
day. No one in this room can say
anything in English before I open
that door, which will be when the
bell rings."
Jane looks around to see three
students smiling while the other
four grin nervously.

name of the highest mountain in
Spain. Before this group is dismissed, George announces that
for the next session they will be
eating at a famous restaurant in
San Francisco.

Scene VI
After her free period, Jane waits
outside her counselor's office.
There is a boy in the office with
Ms. Howard so she has to wait. A
friend of hers comes by.

Scene II
Lunch period. Jane goes into
her counselor's office to see if she
can have her program changed.
When she gets there, the counselor is not in but a senior, who is
part of the studen t associate
counseling team, is doing some
paper work in the office.
" Hi!" she greets him.
" Hello! She's out to lunch.
Counselors have to eat too
y'know."
"Oh , well. When can I see her?"
" How about after school or on
your free period? What did you
want anyway? Maybe I can help
you."
" I hate R.O.T.C. so I want to
change it for gym."
"No. I think you'd better see her.
Let me get you an appointment
time. After school or free period?"
"How about seventh period?"
" You're lucky. She's got an
opening at 12:30. I'll make the appointment. Here's a card so you
can remember the time. Don't
forget that the senior counselors
are going to be helping with college financial aid forms next
week."

Scene Ill
Jane is sitting in English. The
chairs are in a circle so that the
students are facing each other,
and the teacher is sitting on one of
the armchairs. It's open discussion today.
" Has anyone been shopping

Photos by Robin LaSota

" I wouldn't mind going to the
Army," a boy on the side says.
"You mean you'll kill people?"
the girl next to him asks.
" It's not like that," another boy
butts in.
"All right. Should we organize a
discussion on military training
next week?" the teacher asks.
" Let's consider some people we
can invite to the class for further
discussion of this issue."
Five minutes before the bell
rings , the teacher stops the
heated debate. She wants to meet
w1th volunteers who are going to
line up the guest speakers.
"Where were you yesterday,
Jane?'' the teacher asks while
taking the note from Jane's parents.
" It was an emergency. I didn't
know I wasn't going to be here.
And the pamphlet that I needed to
lead a discussion today was in my
locker. Can I try to present my
views later this week?"
"Yes, if you want, you can see
me before school tomorrow just in
case you don 't understand
something. I'll be in Room 207!"

" Oh well. At least it goes to the
Student Fund."
"Yeah, come May I might not
have to pay so much for prom if
there's enough money in the Student Fund.

Scene V
It's free time for Jane. But this
quarter she's signed up in a tutoring group three days a week.
When she comes into the small
room where the group always
meet, the other seven students
are already there.
They are sitting around a table
with paper plates, napkins and
plastic forks on top. She sits next
to a student who just came from
Mexico.
"Hello, how are you?" asks the
girl.
"Bien, gracias," she answers
with a nod.
Everyone seems to be talking in
native languages, which is
Spanish for three students and
English for the others.
" Okay, are you all ready to
start?" the senior moderator asks
from the door.

"Today we are in a sidewalk
cafe somewhere in Spain," the
moderator continues. " Look
around the scenery and you will
see the landscape of Spain."
The students look around to see
posters of different parts of Spain.
Raol , one of the Spanish-speaking students, points out a poster
that has been overlooked.
" George, I don't remember that!"
he says in Spanish.
They all turn to where he is
pointing. It is a poster of the Eiffel
Tower. Some giggle, but George
just gets up and picks up a fallen
poster from the floor.
"This is from the session before," he says.
He sits back down and thesession starts. By the time George
opens the door, Jane knows not
only the names of the things that
are on top of the table but also the

"Hi there!" she says to Jane.
" Hi! Isn't the Art Club meeting
right now?"
" Yeah , but I need to ask Ms.
Howard about some college. So
I'll be a little late today."
"What are you guys doing this
year?"
" We're making this big painting
to go into the main office ...
y'know where you come in."
The door finally opens and the
boy comes out.
"You go," Jane says. "I don't
have anywhere to go to anyway."
"Thanks," her friend says with a
big smile.
" Had a long day today?" Jane
asks the counselor.
" Oh , yes! Today we had an
emergency meeting."
"What group is that?"
"I'm working with the studentfaculty building committee this

Student voices
People Who Care ...
There was this teacher named
Betty Ray. And she was amazing.
The teacher, you know, she cared
about students. She cared about if
you had a problem. You could
come to her. Something like your
momma, if you had a problem, a
too tough problem, you gonna
come see your parents. That's
how she was over there.
Terron ~dson
Calumet '85

The majority of the teachers at
Hartan care about their students.
The teachers care that the students become involved in extracurricular activities. A while back
at Harlan, the basketball coach
was reassigned and all basketball
activities were ended. A teacher,
111 another academic department,
took his time to be the coach of the
basketball team so that basketball
activities would not be terminated.
He wasn't required to do this. He
did this because he did not want
the students to feel depnved.
Haseena Shaheed
Harlan '86

.a •Project JoSitlER ~ort

Manley High School has security,
but there's a difference in the
security guards. They really care
about what their school Is . . . . I
feel_ safer in school than I do out in
the streets.
Michaile Brooks
Senn '87 (formerly at Manley)

A student is just a number in a ·
public school, and there's so many
numbers assigned to an individual
teacher or counselor, it's almost
impossible to have time to see half
of them. The only way I think to
combat this problem is that we as
students pressure the Board of
Education into hiring teachers that
would relate to students like,
teachers with a counseling background. This problem is so easy to
solve and yet so hard.

of the funnest teachers I ever had.
Because we would do biology,
plus we talk about different things.
Like he talked about sex and what
kind of food we should eat ...

MODERATOR: So, what other issues would you like to talk about?

Andrea Pearson
Tilden '87

STUDENT 2: What does everybody think about patriotism?

We learned about maps and locations and about law and community and prison and stuff like
that . . . . We talked about abortions, we talked about hunger and
we talked about racism .... I think
those things are important.

STUDENT 1: What about the
poor? ... And about the rich?

STUDENT 1: Excuse me; but rm a
little mixed up ... patriotism?
What is that?
Discussion at St. Sabina tutoring
program
August, 1985

Frances Willies
Schurz '87

About School
Communication ...

Discussion of Common
Concerns ...

I wish we could have a class
where you don 't have to be
graded, compared to other students or be nervous . . . a class
where you could talk about things
such as a strike, current events
that's happening in the school,
what teachers want, and what the
Board wants . .. .

Well, what I like about my school in
my last year, the teacher was one

Cecily Schoen
Uncoln Park '87

Well I used to have a teacher
named Miss Kellogg and she
would explain but explain real
quick . . . . You just ask her a
question and she'll say "shut up
dingy" or "dummy" or something
like that. And that wasn't called for.
I would like to talk to more of my
teachers so they can have an understanding with their students.
Instead of 'sit down and do this
and that' .... I'd like somebody
who is going to explain something
to me and is going to talk to me like

Carlos Rubio
Latino Youth '86

Cec/ly Schoen
Uncoln Parle '87

I'm a young adult, like them.
Frances Wiflie
Schurz '87

In a public school, the teachers
will make fun of you or put you
down in front of th~ whole class.
Here they don't do that - the
class is over, they'll talk to you and
call you to the side ... in public
school they just say it right out.
Like you're real low and they embarrass you . . . and here they
don't do that. Here you're a person. You're somebody, not a
number.
Rodney Cardenas
Latino Youth '86

• •

.A new school scene

year. And today the janitor found
out that one of the sinks is clogged
up. It will cost at least $150 to get it
fixed again.
"In which bathroom is this?
"The one on the second floor,
the girls. I've seen the girls comb
their hair in front of the mirror and
leave hair on the sink. Now it's
clogged up.
"So who's going to pay to get it
fixed?"
"I don't know, but we're taking it
up at the Student Fund meeting on
Friday. We decided to move the
mirrors to the other walls away
from the sinks because we figure
they'll never clean up the sinks
when they only have five minutes
between dasses."
"Oh. Well, I think I'll be there
tomorrow after school then. I want
to hear more about this."
"Yeah, they might decide to
take this plumbing bill out of the
Student Fund. Prom is coming up
in a few months. Well, anyway--"
"Sorry I wasn't here when you
came. Jimmy told me you came
around fifth period."
"I did. I want to change R.O.T.C.
for gym."
"I thought you liked R.O.T.C.?"
"I did, too, at first but now I hate
it."
"You can't just suddenly decide
to change a class."
"I just can't take it anymore. I
can't stand it."
"If I had a penny for all the students who want to switch
classes ...."
"I know, I know, but are you
going to let me?"
"No, because I don't think your
reason for wanting your class
change is good enough . You
should have come to me in the first
week rather than waiting until now.
If you want a change that bad, you
can take it up to the Grievance
Committee to try to override my
decision."
Jane leaves Ms. Howard's
office disappointed. But she decides not to take it up to the Grievance Committee. She's stuck it
out this long, a few more months
won't hurt.

Scene VII
After talking to her teacher,
Jane goes into the student lounge
to wait for the bell. She walks over
to some of her friends."
"Hey, Mane Hi, Mary. "
"Hi! Have you talked to Ms.
Howard?" Mary asks.

I guess that [teachers] feel that
they can't be your friend, just a
teacher. I guess they feel that if
they let you be friendly with them,
then you are going to take advantage of them.
And if a kid has a dream - supposing this kid is thinking of going
to college - I think the teacher
should help that student. They
should have a prbgram in the
school which will help the kid to
have a better understanding of
college . . . . Students have the
wrong idea about college. They
think 1t's a great big party or
something.
What kind of change would I
want in my school? Well, I guess
an easier and friendlier way to get
something straight.
Betsy Cuban
Kelvyn Park '86

MODERATOR: If you could say
anything to your teachers or administrators, what would you say?
COREY: Get it together. Relate to
the students. Talk to them and not
at them.
Corey James
Hyde Pari<

" Yeah, this morning. She said
it'll be better if I stay in R.O.T.C."
"Are you going to the movie the
Science Club is showing?" Mark
asks.
" What movie?"
Mark and Mary look at each
other, then back at her.
"Well, it's obvious that you haven 't read the student bulletin
today," Mary comments.
"Yeah , the advertisements are
all over the place." Mark says.
" They' re showing " Teenage

Father" and they've invited a
gynecologist."
"Sounds pretty sexy. I have a
class fourth, but I can probably get
out of it. Are you going to be at that
Student Fund meeting after
school?"
"Are you kidding? They want to
take out money from the Student
Fund to fix up the girls' washroom .
I won't even see it. "
" Remodeling the bathroom is
more sensible than fixing sinks
that are always clogged up."

" If you girls were as neat as we
are .... "
"Ah, shut up!"
She walks to class with Mark.

Scene VIII
After lunch, Jane and one of her
closest friends, Elizabeth, sit in a
quiet corner of the student lounge.
" I think you should talk to one of
the student support groups," Jane
says quietly.

" No, I don't want to confide in
one of those people," Elizabeth
contradicts.
"They won't tell anyone. They
have a policy."
" I know, but still."
" Why don 't you talk to the
school psychologist instead? I'm
helping him tomorrow. I'd be
happy to make an appointment for
you."
" I think I'd rather do that."
The two girls continue to talk
quietly about Elizabeth's problems at home. In another corner of
the lounge, the TV is blaring another episode of All My Children.

Where to begin
by Robin LaSota,
Yvette King,
and Jorge Alicea

We know that to change
our schools into good communities, it will take time,

•Bring in professional communicators
The eight of us students
on the Project InSider team
were able to work like a
team because we got help
from a "community-maker,"
Ken Eckert from the First
National Bank. Ken's job is
to keep a community atmosphere at the bank and
to open up communication
between employees and
the management of the
bank. He has a PhD in
human communications
that has prepared him to do
this.
Our high school principals are not prepared to do
this- to build community in
the schools. That means
the schools need to hire
people like Ken. And we

think that this is a wise use
of money because if we
build better communities in
the schools, we 'll save
enough money to pay their
salaries just by ending the
cost of fixing up vandalism.
What do human communicators like Ken do?
They get people to talk to
another, such as principals
to students, honors students to regular students,
and the "popular" crowd to
the "unpopular" crowd .
They also change the way
decisions are made, by allowing students to get in on
decision-making instead of
expecting the administrators to make all the decisions.

•Improve communication ... A WHOLE
LOT!
It is clear that whoever
has the most information in
a school, also has the most
power. It is also clear that
the present role of students
(as seen by the adults) is
that they should be seen
and not heard.
However, this is not how
a community works. The
information and the power
should be shared.
And it should be shared in
different ways than it is now.

A Family Feeling ...
There is something at my school
that I consider a good quality.
Whenever a new girl becomes a
student, the other girts there want
to get to know her the best way
they know how. They will ask her
questions about herself and tell
her things about them . They are
like big sisters, someone you can
talk to about your problems. They
give you advice and, in general,
they help you out ... it really is like
a family.
Marie Skippergosh
Holy Family Academy '86 (formerly at Sullivan)

fAt CVSJ I felt it was a family. A
family relationship - me, the students and these school teachers
and the administrators were like
the family . .. Everybody seemed
to like each other.

The PA system and bulletin
boards can do very little because both of them offer
only one-way communication. Every school needs to
create new methods of
two-way communication:
Better use of division time?
A daily· bulletin put out by
students? Assemblies or
school advisory panel
meetings where students,
teachers, and administrators can discuss issues?
And now we help each other, you
know? Like somebody said, right
now, that they put the students
that they're not too hot, they put
them in the back. That should be
different. They should be in the
front because they don't know
much , you know? Everything
should be all together. The school,
students helping out the school
and helping out the teachers, too.
Not the teachers always helping
out the students .... I had a
Spanish teacher, if she didn't
know English much, we helped
her out with English while she was
helping us learn Spanish . . . going
to high school is supposed to be
like a family at Latino Youth . It's
like that because everyone is involved. If a teacher is absent, the
school director. he'll take over, you
know. It's not like he's too high,
he's a big deal and can't do it, but
he will take over and it's all right.
Hector Gonzalez
Latino Youth '86

Mark Lucas

cvs '82

Making Changes ...
Now I'm doing all right [at Latino
Youth]. My counselor has been
helping me. It's not like they don't
know you, you know? It's like family because if something · is
bothering you, you can go talk to
them. And they'll help you out ... .

They're not going to change, so all
you're doing is wasting your
breath.
Cabrina Jefferson
Hyde Parl< '87

effort, and patience. But we
don't want to wait too long.
We believe that some things
can be started right

away . .. in 1985.
Here are the first steps
that we believe should be
taken this year.

• Wake up students!
Each school needs to
offer at least one startling
new program or project this
year that students can't ignore.
Unless students see
something very different
happening in their schools,
they won 't believe that
changes can be made. So
it's important that there be
at least one major change in
every school this year like finding a better way to

handle tardiness than locking students out of their
classes.
The shock should convince students that they
themselves can help make
changes and get them to
work.
And
without these
changes schools will continue to exist as they do and that means a lot of
dropouts!

•Reward people who get involved!
Studel}ts are used to receiving credits for learning
biology, English, and history. Now, we would like to
have students get used to
receiving credits for:
1) serving as an assistant
programmer to help other
students with program
changes;
2) being on a student
committee to select the
lunchroom menu on a
weekly basis;
3) tutoring other students
in a foreign language that
they speak fluently; and
4) serving on a school
panel to discuss grievances
and what to do about those
complaints.

Teachers are used to
being rewarded with extra
pay or a reduced class load.
We would like to see them
receiving these rewards for:
1) teaching discussionoriented,· mixed-ability
classes tfiat cause students
from different tracks to talk
to one another;
2) organizing and coordinating a student tutoring
program and evaluating
student participants who
request credit in it;
3) serving as a member
of the school advisory panel
to discuss grievances; and
4) being an advisor to the
daily student bulletin.

I had the idea that student council
was going to help individual students in the school. And it didn't do
that at Whitney Young. The student council is active, but it's not
active for the individual student.
When you go to division, and you
say "OK, I'm here, what do you not
like" - you can't get it. But if you
go to the lunchroom and you just
overhear like conversation, you
get your whole list. It's just the attitude of the school as a whole that
they do not want to get organized.
I think the students feel that student council does not grow from
the school. It's something separate.
Donald Jeanne
Whitney Young '86

There needs to be more involvement between students and
teachers and school principals. If
you're talking about getting committees together and getting the
teachers and principals there to
talk it out - that's really an effort
between the students and he parents. Being organized - that's
when they'll listen. Until then
they're not going to listen.

Donald Jeanne
Whitney Young '86

Student
•

VOICeS

Rodney
Latino Youth
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'So you wanna learn about sex!'
Written by Glibel Gomez
Researched by Tracy Walls
You're sitting in a class, notes
out, pen in hand. The tardy bell
has rung, but your teacher is not in
yet. You wish he'd come soon. I
mean, this is SEX ed. SEX, remember, the most important subject to an overactive-hormoned
teenager.
You look around to see what the
others are doing. They too have
papers and pens out ready to take
notes just in case something is
said that they haven't read or
heard before .
Then you hear a loud thud by
the door. There looms a big figure.
Ahh!! It's your gym teacher. He
has on a sweat shirt and shorts
with a whistle around his neck.
Looking down, you recognize that
pair of socks with orange and blue
stripes and those purple Nikes.
He walks into class, basketball
at his side. He looks around at the
whole class with a smirk. Dumping
his green book and some other
stu ff on the desk, he says, "So you
want to learn about SEX. huh?"
He bounces the ball. Then he ·
throws it at a boy in the back before saying, "Here, catch!"
You think to yourself, " This guy
is going to teach me about sex?
Ohh , my God! He had me doing
laps yesterday...
" Well , for right now I'll give you a
book ," the teacher continues,
passing around a little booklet
called Self-Discovery. " Then ,
later, we'll see the film .
" Now turn to page three and
read through page eight. Then
answer the questions on page
nine."
You couldn't turn to page three
fast enough. But when you do, you
see a funny-looking thing that's
shaped like a T.

" What is this?" you ask the boy
next to you.
" That's the parts of a woman.
So they say. But frankly, I've seen
Playboy before and I've never
come across them."
"So where does it come from?"
He just looks at me like "you're
the stupidest thing to crawl out of a
rock. "
" Didn 't you have sex ed. in
grammar school?"
" Well, don't look at me , ask
him! " he points in front at the
teacher who seems to get uninterested after passing out the
booklet.
Should you ask him? The guy
has seen you in shorts, so what's
the worst he can do? He can make
fun of you; the class will giggle ,
then there goes the cool image
you have. But before you could
decide ....
"Sir, what is this picture and
what is its significance to the
course?" asks the guy in front.
Thank God for ne rds.
" If you read it, you'll see that it is
the internal o rgans of the woman's
reproductive system."
By the way he said it, you know
he read it somewhere.
·'But we've had this before, "
someone in the back shouts.
" Me, too.''
" Yeah."
" Well , I haven't," someone else
disagrees .
" Neither have 1."
" I thought this was a sex ed .
class, not biology."
"Yup, that's right. And this has
nothin' to do with sex. Biology
maybe, but not sex."
" This is not what I saw in the
movies.··
" Shut up!! " the teacher shouts
above the chaos.
Everyone falls silent.
" Now, I don't care what you 've

Student voices
About Sex Education ...

They joke about it. Some of the
teachers in my school took 1t as a
joke, you know, sex educa tion .
. The way they were
leaching it you were in there to
laugh And to hear how he explains things it was a joke .

KYTINA: He gave us sheets to
see did we know any sexual
changes with teenagers. I don't
know .. he liked young g1rls and
he was always talking to them and
stuff and every time you turned
around he was talking to one .
MODERATOR: What do you think
should be taught in that class?
KYTINA: He should have asked
us what we think.

Adolfo Mendez
Kelvyn Park '88

Kytina Anderson
Hyde Park '87

What did you do in sex
ed. today?

had before. I don't care what
movies you've seen. This is what
the Board gave me to give you .
So, now I'm giving it to you."
" We've had it before in seventh
grade."
" It's boring!!"
" Hey, hey," the teacher shouts
again. " Think that's boring? Try
going to college to get a certificate
to teach gym and end up teaching
about sex."
" Well, that's not our fault. "
" Not mine either. So the best
thing to do is for you to shut up and
rea d that book, because that's

"What can you teach
me that I don't
already know?"
what the Board gave us."
The door opens quietly, and a
girl comes wobbling in . She looks
like a female Humpty Dumpty.
In a louder voice the teacher
continues talking as if he hadn' t
been interrupted at all .
"And I expect you guys to be
here on time! That means being
here when the class starts." He
looks directly at the girl who just
came in, who's trying to sit normally in one of the armchairs. But
after two attempts, she gives up
and sits sideways instead.
"You talking to me?" she asks .
" Yeah, I'm ta lking to you, missy.
In your schedule it says that at
10:45 you have gym . Well , this
quarter you're suppposed to be in
this class learning about sex."
She looks up at him. "I'm about
to have a baby any minute and
you want me to run from my last
class to get here on time? For
what? Learn about sex? What can

MODERATOR: Did the teacher
ever facilitate a discussion, you
know, like just talking ... about
birth control and things. Did you
ever talk like that?
FRANCES: Not 1n my sex education class I didn't.
MODERATOR: Do you th1nk
people should talk about these
things?
FRANCES : Yeah . Because if we
discuss sex with people around
you that's your age group you can
unders tand more. ·cause they' re
your age group. You can talk to
them better than you can talk to a
grown-up. And maybe they can

Attention Young Men and Ladies
Do you have these qualifications to
win a possible
4 Year College Scholarship?
•
•
•
•
•

Must
Must
Must
Mus t
Must

be single
have no children
maintain a 2.5 or above GPA (grade point average)
be talented
be between the ages of 15-17

If so, you qualify for the
1986 Black Teenage World Scholarship Program
Here's all you have to do:
1. Register for and compete in the Illinois Scholarship
Program
2. Win the Illinois Program (male or female)
3. Be available to take an all-expense paid trip to the
National Program, July 1986
4 . Send 3x5 card with name, address, age, telephone
number, school and grade to Touch-a-Teen Foundation,
Inc., 2138 E. 75th street, P.O. Box 841, Chicago, Illinois.
Or, you can call (312) 239-3895 for more information.
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you teach me that I don't already
know?"
There was a burst of laughter in
the class.
" I know - we can talk about
contraceptives," another girl says,
causing a second burst of laughter. "
" Hey, let's talk about coupons ,"
a boy suggested. The whole class
stops laughing to look at him.
" They're in the back of the
book."
" Coupon? For what?" Everybody turns to the last page of the
book.
" Maxi Pads!? C'mon what do
we need them for?"
'· Hey, like I said , this is what the
Board gave me."
A girl who's sitting next to you
turns to the boy in front. " Hey, can
I have yours?"
"Sell it to you for two cents?"
Another girl raises her hand to
the teacher. " May I have another
book?"
" No, but you may start reading
it."
" How do you know when you' re
ready to have sex?" the quiet girl
who sits in front asks.
Even with her soft voice ,
everyone hears. The whole class
looks at the teacher to listen to the
answer. " Well , I'm not supposed
to cover that. "
Then there is a loud shrilling
sound. The bell!
The coach' grabs for his green
book and heads for the door. As
he rushes through the door, he
bumps into the principal.
"Oh, I was about to check up ,"
the principal says.
" It went okay, I guess. Like always," the coach says.
" Great. That takes care of eve rything. Like the Board says, I'm
supposed to check up on sex ed.
Just doing my job."

Tell it like it is, we're told. So we
did. These sexed. classes of ours
are pretty funny.
Funny? Think about that fact for
a minute.
Sex is certainly a topic on every
teenager's mind. Sex is the one
topic that would hold the attention
of the brightest and the slowest in
the same class at the same
time ... if it were well taught. Misinformation about sex is obviously
one reason that teenage pregnancies are at an all-time high.
Then , why do adults let this
" funny " ten weeks happen in
freshman P.E. classes?
Why can't young adults and
older adults (who want to) share ,
talk, discuss, think about, argue,
ask questions, invite guests, and
be straight with one another about
such an important area of human
decisions as sexuality?
Honest, adults, sometimes we
wonder!

get something out of what you got
to say.

ships between
females.

Frances Willies
Schurz '87

John Henry
Brother Rice '86

In school they teach you one thing
and you see something totally
different on TV and you get mixed
up, eventually, and you just go
whacko, then. And do whatever
comes to mind . . .. See, isn't
there a lot more to sex than, you
know, just the educating part and
everything? I mean, I feel school
should talk more about sexual
relationships, and just relation-

MODERATOR: So, do you think it
should be a separate class from
gym?
KYTINA: Yeah, because gym
class has nothing to do with sex.
It's got nothing to do with ... talking about abortion or family relationships or all that.

Art by Karen Rees

males

and

Kytina Anderson
Hyde Park '87
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lasses don't
late to jobs

photo from New Expression, April, 1980

en I first transferred to South
1ore High School, I was expect! to become better in math, Ensh and reading to help me get a
).

What I really got out of my
1sses was just general reading,
and English. I didn't get any
n<>r•<>nr'<> in how to fill out a job
ication . I didn't get · career
=tsses or career activities that I
1s interested in (so that I would
1ve an idea of what the job mar:t would expect from me and
1at it would be like.)
So, between the problems I was
1ving in school and my personal

Photo by Eric Bradshaw

problems at home, I missed a
generous amount of time in
school.
Dr. Marshall, the principal of
South Shore High School, summoned my mother and me to the
school for a conference about my
upcoming senior year. He informed my mother and me that I
had an unreasonable amount of
time that I had missed and that I
had a lot of credits missing. The
only way I could make up those
crtldits would be to attend Double
E. High School , a different kind of
high school.
When I entered Double E., the
only thing I had my mind on was to
make up all of the credits that I
was missing. I found out that in the

udent voices ...
bout Preparation for
mployment .. .
The excellent quality that my
;hool has, in my point of view, is
e work program. They help stumts to get jobs who are not
anning to go to college and who
we to help support the family or
y to help support themselves
hile out on their own.
'arian Gray

I felt that you have a lot of advantage in a public high school because they give you things to do.
Like prepare you for a job.
Denise King
Simeon '89

English class at Double E. the
teachers taught students how to
fill out a job application, and they
had students doing role-playing to
see if they could present themselves in a well-mannered way, as
if they were in a real job interview.
Double E. stands for Education
and Employment. The school has
a second floor where the students
can go to work on preparing themselves for their careers, such as a
typing class , a cooking class, a
tailoring or photography class.
What I wanted to get out of
Double E. was a diploma, but I got
a lot more.
What I really liked about Double
E. was that I had my own choice of
what classes I wanted to take up.
The classes I chose were typing
and home economics. From those
classes I got hands-on experience. It was really up to the students whether to get the work
done or not.
One thing about Double E. that
is different from a regular high
school is that the teachers are
very courteous, friendly, helpful
and each and every one of them is
understanding. It was as though
the teachers actually knew what
the students were going through .
Although the majority of students are gang members and
dropouts, Double E. has the best
disciplined students that I've ever
seen in any educational environment or high school.
If you are a dropout, gang
member, just been kicked out of
high school because of lack of
credits or failing, I would strongly
recommend that you check out
Double E. The address is 228
South Wabash (987-9020) .
Now, I want to open my own
school for martial arts. I know that
there's still a lot about the business world that I don't know. I
know that I have more skills to
learn.
Like m.ost Chicago students, I
haven't learned much about the
job world in school. 1 don't know
why that is. But I'd like it to change
for all our sakes.

Carey. They never did have a
class in it.
MODERATOR: Did you know
about any other schools in the
system that had that?
DAVID: No.
MODERATOR: Did you try to find
out?
DAVID: No.

Q ; Was there any course you

David McMullen
Marshall '86

wanted to take that wasn't offered in your school?
DAVID: Broadcasting. When I
went to Marshall I wanted to learn

Plastic shop .... Because it's just
not fair for them to have an auto

If so, then you will want to know
about the Washington University
School of Business
Here's what we have to offer:
•
•
•
•

strong academic community
excellent business education
outstanding job opportunities upon graduation
affordability (nearly 70% of 1984-85 freshmen received some form of
financial aid)
• dedicated faculty and administration
• ideal location (St. Louis is less than 300 miles from Chicago)
If the idea of a quality bus iness education truly interests you , or you need more information ,
please fill o ut and return the coupon at right.

What's wrong?
Job experience has become more and
more scarce for teens in Chicago.
• Chicago has the seventh highest unemployment rate for
teens in the country.
• Work-study supervisors are restraining some students in
study halls or in class rooms rather than placing them in
jobs because they find it harder and harder to locate
jobs for students.
• According to the Board of Education, only "general"
counselors exist in the Chicago Public Schools. There is
no official job counselor position with in each school, no
person who would be responsible for preparing students
for job interviews and informing students of possible job
openings.

School opportunities for learning about
jobs in Chicago is inconsistent.
• A few career-specialized high schools are attracting
students from all parts of the city such as Curie for
artists and the new Chicago School for Agricultural
Studies for food and agricultural scientists, and Collins
high school for students interested in fashion design.
But most of the career high schools planned in the
1970's have been scrapped. And students are
uninformed about the specialized career programs that
they can apply to.
• Most Adopt-a-School businesses are not opening up
job-training for the students in the schools they adopt
with a few exceptions such as Ogilvy and Mather
Advertising Agency. Ogilvy allows marketing and
grnphic arts students from Clemente to gain knowledge
of necessary job skills by letting 60 students a year
work at their company under the supervision of a
company employee that works within the area of their
particular interest. Chuck Booth, who is in charge of this
program, claims that some students have received jobs
at the com par 1y after graduation and others have been
assisted with job placement at other companies.
• Career Days (some schools have them) are usually for
juniors and seniors and do not reach the freshmen and
sophomores who need them.
• Special guests to the school who speak about careers
are rarely dynamic personalities who know how to get
students interested and motivated. Chicago businesses
don't seem to care who they send to a school. But
when these speakers are good, students seem to
appreciate having them.
don't have a plastic shop. You just
can't make good things up in
woodshop and you can make way
better things up there in plastic
shop like we could make plastic
cups and things to sell and something like that, real nice stuff.
Andre Fulbright
Spalding
Q: How was Career Day in your
school?
We had a career day and we had a
lot of speakers and they really had
boring people, all the ones that

were people from IBM telling us
about what they can do. They
wasn't really explaining themselves. So I'm trying to get something that does explain what they
do. But they just wanted us to be
interested in the same thing they
do. Even go into the same field, go
to the same school. They just
didn't· explain it enough. They just
told us how much they were paid
and what school to go to. That's all
they really basically made
speeches about.
Tara Payton

r------------------------------------------------

1

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
WASHINGTON UNIVERS ITY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Please send me more information abo ut the
Business School.
Mr.
Name Ms. - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mailing
Address _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
State _ _ __
Zip Code _ _ _ __
Telephone Number( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ __

Send to:
Ms. Mary Field
School of Business, Washington Univers tty
Campus Box 11 33
St. Louis, MO 63130
314-889-631 5
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Rate your college-prep classes
By Glibel Gomez
No one has ever explained to me why I
need to take certain high school courses in
order to be prepared for college. I took
geometry because my counselor said that
colleges would require it.
I didn't know why I needed geometry. I
didn't know what skills the colleges expected me to acquire in geometry. And I
didn't know if my teacher was offering me a
geometry class 1n the way that colleges

wanted it taught.
So, I was surprised and delighted to hear
that a book exists that would give me all
these answers. It is called Academic Preparation for College: What Students
Need to Know and Be Able to Do, published by The College Board. (For a free
copy write to the Office of Academic Affairs,
The College Board, 888 Seventh Ave. , New
York, New York 10106.)
But my excitement didn't last very long,
once I got my hands on it. For me, it was like

reading Greek.
At first I thought I had a reading problem,
so I decided to challen~e groups of college
prep students and let them rate their high
school classes using this book.
I found that all of them had some difficulties using this book. Even the honors students found it hard to rate their high school
classes using it. But at least we tried , and I
think that I'm better off for reading What
Students Need to Know . I probably
needed to have read it two years ago when I

was a freshman.
At the same time, I'm disappointed that
the College Board did a poor job of communicating to us "what we need to know and
be able to do" in college.
On these two pages are four evaluations
from the students who attempted to rate
their classes using the book. I decided to
publish them to help you evaruate your
classes.

College Prep English Classes
Analysis by Lynn Steiner, junior1 Lincoln Park High Schoel

What the colleges expect:
Reading and literature

Here's Lynn's analysis of her
two years of English.

1. The ability to read critically by asking pertinent questions about
what they have read , by recognizing assumptions and implications, and by evaluating ideas.

1. Yes, we learned to read critically by testing this skill with novels
and essays about the novels.

2. The ability to read a literary text analy1ically, seeing relationship
between form and content.

2. No, that's a weakness with me, but it wasn't really a big part of
our fearing.

3. The ability to read with understanding a range of literature, rich
in quality and representative of different literary forms and various cultures.

3. Yes, many different literary types were touched upon, although
independent study would be more helpful.

4. Interest in and a sense of inquiry about written works.

4. Yes , but only certain works . I have been turned off by some types
of written works.

5. The ability to respond actively and imaginatively to literature.

5. Yes, I think that depends on the student, though depending on
how creative he or she is.
·

Writing
6. The recognition that writing is a process involving a number of
elements, including collecting information and formulating
ideas. determining their relationship, drafting, arranging paragraphs in an appropriate order and building transitions between
them, and revising what has been written.

6. Yes, although grammar and other processes weren't taught at
all. It was assumed we knew them.

7. The ability to write as a way of discovering and clarifying ideas.

7. Yes, the teacher discussed that.

8. The ability to write appropriately for different occasions, audiences, and purposes. explaining describing, telling a story.

8. Yes, we covered these types and we had writing assignments.

9. Skill and assurance in using ce>nventions of standard written
English.

9. Yes, although I'm not 100 percent sure I know it all, and the
teacher suggests to always have a dictionary and thesaurus.

Speaking and Listening
10. The ability to engage in discussion as both speaker and listener
interpreting, analyzing, and summarizing.

10. Yes , but I tend to be more the listener.

11. The ability to contribute to classroom discussion in a way that is
readily understood by listeners - that is succinct and to the
point.

11. Yes, although teachers haven't yet learned how to draw
everyone into the discussion.

12. The ability to present an opinion persuasively.

12. Yes, but I learned more about that from my history teacher.

13. The ability to recognize the intention of a speaker and to be
aware of the techniques a speaker is using to affect an audience.

13. No, I'm not totally clear on that.

14. The ability to recognize and take notes on important points in
lectures and discussions.

14. No.

15. The ability to question inconsistency in logic and to separate fact
from opinion.

15. Yes , discussions, although it wasn't touched on much this year.

Lynn Steiner

About my English
class:
My English teacher, Mr. James
Gibbons, was a terrific teacher. He
was full of vitality and wit. He has a
weird sense of humor; sometimes in
class he sings or talks about his dog.
The first semester things were
"easy." Well, not easy but not hard.
The second semester things became
very hard, and Mr. Gibbons had less
patience with us.
We did a great deal during the year.
We read approximately a novel a
month, and besides discussing the
novel, we had essays and tests on
each one. Each quarter we had to
present a 14-or-more line poem,
memorized, to the class. (More often
than not we'd wait until two or three
days before the end of the quarter
and then the whole class would spend
those days doing poems instead of
what he originally planned. He got SO
angry!)
Every week we had a vocabulary
test which most of us thought was
unnecessary, since we'd cram the
night before. Then we'd forget the
words the day after.
We had a standard textbook, we
read, and got a few assignments from
there. We watched a lot of filmstrips.

College Prep French
Analysis by Kevin Connolly, junior, Whitney Young. High School

What the colleges expect:
Reading and Literature
1. The abilit~ to ~sk and answer questions and maintain a simple
co~versat1on 1n areas of immediate need and on very familiar
tOpiCS.
2. The ability to pronounce the language well enough to be intelligible to native speakers.

3. The ab1lity to understand, with some repetition , simple questions and statements.
4. The ability to read and understand the information presented in
a s1mple paragraph.

5. The ability to wnte a short paragraph on a familiar topic.
6. The ability to deal with some everyday situations in the culture
such as greetmgs, leave-takmgs, buy1ng food, and asking directions

0

Project InSIDER Report

Here's Dennis' analysis of his
French I class, point by point.
1. We learned to converse in French by talking with each other
about different things, usually about ourselves and the city.
2. We learned to pronounce well because we listened to French
people on tapes and repeated after them and after the teacher.
She spoke really fluently. She said she went to France a lot.
3. We learned to ask things like the time, the date, and things like
our names and what we were hungry for or wanted.
4. We read from our texts regularly and talked about ourselves
from the very beginning. Usually, after we read, we had a conversation about what we read.
5. We wrote short paragraphs about the city and about school and
our class.
6. We used maps of France to learn how to get around and use the
Metro and all of the points of interest and about different food
and how to ask directions.

About my French
class:
The first day in French I class, the
teacher told us all we were supposed
to know about France already: the
language and the history.
She struck me as being mean when
she spoke. She spoke strictly in
French and some people looked really
lost.
But the class was really fun, and the
teacher turned out to be fun. She let
us play games for prizes and wasn't
really mad when we failed a test.
The people in the class were
obnoxious at times. But as time went
by we started to get along better. I did
enjoy the class and felt that since the
teacher was strict, it helped us pick up
on the language a lot faster.
Certain things aggravated her, and
she wouldn't excuse us for outside
meetings. I think that overall I learned
a lot and made some really good
friends.

~ollege

Prep Math Classes

1alysis by Betty Luke, juniorf Lindblom Tech

~hat the colleges expect:

Betty's analysis of her algebra
and geometry classes.

The ability to apply mathematical techniques in the solution of
real-life problems and to recognize when to apply those techniques.

1. The mathematical techniques that I learned are just problems

Familiarity with the language, notation, and deductive nature of
mathematics and the ablity to express quantitative ideas with
precison.

2. A little bit of it, but not much. We did exercises in the books.

About my math
class:

The ability to use computers and calculators.

3. Yes, using calculators in algebra.

Familiarity with the basic concepts of statistics and statistical
reasoning.

4. No.

I always stay quiet in class.
Teachers think that I will be quiet all
the time. Sometimes I want to answer
the question, and the teacher doesn't
give me a chance to answer because
I am quiet usually and don't speak up.
Math is the subject that I like best. I
always get A's in any math class. But I
hope the teacher will let me speak up
if I want to answer the math problems.
Sometimes the teacher just
assumed that I knew every question
that he asked, and so he didn't give
me a chance to speak up.

. Knowledge in considerable depth and detail of algebra ,
geometry.
t mputing
Familiarity with computer programming and estimation to
evaluate calculator and computer results.

and things in the book.
Betty Luke

5. Yes, doing homework, I understood a lot.

6. I didn't take any computer classes yet, and I think that I should
take at least two classes. I asked for computer classes , and my
counselor didn't do anything .

The ability to use mental computation and estimation to
evaluate calculator and computer results.

7. Yes, even before high school, but high school reinforced it.

Familiarity with the methods used to solve mathematical problems when calculators or computers are the tools.

8. Yes, practice with calculators in algebra class.
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9. My teacher did give me the skill to solve equations and inequalities, but some of my classmates couldn't handle her because she talked too fast. But I could handle it.

. Skill in operations with real numbers.

10. Yes , a little; skimmed over it in algebra.

. Skill in simplifying algebraic expressions, including simple rational and radical expressions .

11. No.

. Familarity with permutations, combinations, simple counting
problems, and the binominal theorem.

12.

'ometry
. Knowlege of two- and three-dimensional figures and their properties.
,.. The ability to think of two- and three-dimensional figures in
terms of symmetry, congruence, and similarity.

14. In the book, and the teacher went over it.

,:. The ability to use the Pythagorean theorem and special right
triangle relationships.

15. Even more than the book had. I learned a lot of things about the

~-

16. We didn't learn how to draw geometrical figures.

The ability to draw geometrical figures and use geometrical
modes of thinking in the solving of problems.

Pythagorean theorem, special right-triangle relationships,
Pythagorean triples, 45-45-90 triangles, and 3Q-60-90 triangles.

liege Prep Social Studies Classes
..nrs~s

by Darcel Webb, Class of '85, Westinghouse Vocational

lVhat the colleges expect:

.l. Basic factual knowledge of major political and economic institu-

Darcel's analysis of his
contemporary American
history class.
1. Read the book, and the teacher went over it.

tions and their historical development.

l. Basic factual knowledge of the social and cultural fields of

2. Learned through contemporary history book and lecture.

history.
~- An introductory knowledge of the content and concepts of the

Darcel

13. The teacher went over what's in the book.

~bb

About my history
class:
When I look back on my last history
cfass with Mr. Sundstrom, I really feel
that he wanted us to learn as much as
we could learn. He cared about what
happened after high school.
He knew we were young and naive
and that it would be harmful for us to
go out into the world like that .. . and
that we should know what was
happening around us because it would
soon affect us.
He had a dedication to his work as
much as love, a love for humanity
because we are the future leaders,
and if we are brought up or taught the
wrong way, we could turn our world
drastically into something
unchangeable. When we have
teachers like him that lift up the
student to learn and to want to learn,
that's good .
Reprinted with permission from Aca·
demlc Preparation for College: What
Students Need to Know And Be Able to
Do , copyright © 1983 by College En·
trance Exam Board, New York.

3. No.

social sciences.

I. A grasp of major trends in the contemporary world (for example,

4. Books and lectures.

nationalism or urbanization).

p.

Familiarity with a variety of written, numerical, and visual forms
of data.

S. Familiarity with the techniques of quantitative and nonquantita-

5. In the book there were graphs and statistics .
6. I don't understand the statement.

tive analysis.
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1. Familiarity with diverse interpretations of data.

7 . Yes, through lecture and the ones in the book.

past, including contrasts between contemporary institutions and
values, those of the past, the reasons for these contrasts, and
leading continuities between past and present.
9. Some understanding of how to approach the problem of change
over time .
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FORMING~
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Istory
~. Some understanding of the relationship between present and

ESliDIEW·RII 1-Z·l
LlfT1IO TO LAII st.Mil ,

8. Through reading and making my own conclusions, such as the
Slave Trade and the Emancipation Proclamation .

9. Inventions -

automobiles from horse and carriage.

0. The ability to recognize historical cause and effect.

10. Hitler, and his effect on Germany.

1. The ability to identify major historical turning points.

11. For example, Stalingrad and World War II.

2. Some ability to develop historical interpretations.

12. Hiroshima and the atom1c bomb.

DIAL·A-TEST HOTLINE 1312) 503-0106

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CHICAGOCENTER
HIGHLANDPARK
LA GRANGE CENTER

437-6650
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No student should be doomed to failur
by Martha Ayala
" Ms. Evasin, I don't understand."
" What don't you understand,
Martha?"
"I don't understand what to do
after I cut the salamander fish."
" You should know how to dissect animals. You should have
had that in grammar school.''
That Tuesday morning in my
sophomore year at Morgan Park I
felt so confused and dumb. I could
hear whispers going around the
room saying , "What do we do
now?" I realized then I wasn't
alone.
The others wouldn't admit to the
teacher that they couldn't do it
either. The teacher failed me and
most of the class.
Last month I listened to a junior
at Harper High School testify that
when she graduated from grammar school, she was the valedictorian of her class, but when she
got to high school, she felt like she
was in a horror movie. She
couldn't keep up with her school
work, and she couldn't get help
from her teachers and counselors.
Sandra was considering droppmg
out, but her parents told her " no."
In another testimony, I heard
Tchalla Ross, a Whitney Young
senior, describe the reason for her
" F" in math.
"I'm not going to blame the
teacher because it was partially
my fault. I simply didn't go to class.
I didn't cut the class because I
didn't like 1!, but because I was
behind and didn't take enough
time to learn and refer back to
what I had learned already.
" Bemg behind the rest of the
class IS really frustrating. It made
me lose contact when I was trymg
to learn what the others had

NATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP
MATCHING
SERVICE
P .O. Box 11744 Dept. E,
Chicago, 11. 60611

Our computerized data base
will help you find scholarships,
grants and athletic awards for
college regardless of family income or grades. We can also
match you to the right college.
For free applications (specify
interests) or for more information, please call 312-753-

learned at a faster rate.
"My previous year in mathematics was full of dismay. There
was a change of teachers, the
new teacher caused a great
amount of confusion among us
because her teaching , grading,
and evaluating were totally different. It was a real mess."
The experiences that the three
of us have in common is that more
was expected from us than we
could do . The three of us felt
helpless and we were tired of
having to make-up for what we
didn't have.
We weren't permitted to change
classes, and we weren't offered
tutors. So, we had to stick with the
class till the end and fail.
I feel very deeply for the
thousands of Chicago Public
School ninth-graders who are so
far behind in reading that they will
graduate from high school reading
below the seventh grade level,
because I've tasted classroom
failure.
Yet, as I sat in the auditorium of
Jones Commercial High School
on Aug. 12, listening to Dr. Manford Byrd, Jr. argue with the Board
Of Education about whether or not
eighth graders who do not score at
an 8.1 grade level or higher should
enter high school, I couldn't imagine that any of those board
members had ever actually failed
a class.
Sitting there, I listened to Dr.
Byrd say, " Yes, by holding students back. they will rece1ve the
adequate help they need in order
to be prepared for high school the
follow1ng year." (I know that's not
true.) Then I heard the Board disagreeing and say1ng you can't
hold them back because they
won't be motivated and they 'll
drop out. (And I know that isn't an
answer, either.)
I can't help but think that they're
argu111g on the wrong 1ssue. Why
don 't they focus on the f~rst graders and fourth graders and make
sure that "u nder-achievers" are
given special help early?
Why don't they focus on the lack
of communication between grade
schools and high schools (so that
grade schoolers wilt know what
will be expected of them , and high
school teachers will know what is
being taught in the grades?)

Why don't we focus on the huge
pool of tutors in the high schools
that could be helping grade school
students reach that sacred 8 .1
reading level?

All studies indicate that the teenage ye ra
are the worst years to try to correct
\
academic deficiences because teens are
more concerned about social acceptance
than children are. Teens will concentrate
at what they're good at rather than what
they're poor at in order to build their own.
self concept.
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Mundelein College, 6363 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago 60660

What's wrong~

• The public schools have 25 times as many students as
they have teachers. One-on-one help isn't likely to happen
unless students themselves help out as tutors. Today,
tutors can be persons who sit next to a computer and offer
support while the other student uses a reading program or
a math program on a computer.
• High school students can help bridge the jump from grade
school to high school by tutoring grade school students.
That way the grade school student gets one-on-one help
that his teacher may not be able to give and the grade
school student is likely to admire the high schooler for his
academic ability in the same way that many grade school
students admire high school students for their athletic
ability.

The InSIDERs

Yvette King

Tracy Walls

Robin LaSota

Jorge Alicea

Carver

Undblom

Whitney Young

Wells

Yvette King felt the heat this summer as the
"quiet" member of the Project InSIDER team.
" Everyone was telling me that I needed to
speak up more ail of the time. I don't know if
they've notic.:Kl, but I've started to."
Along with new tnends and new knowledge, Yvette said she will return to Carver
High School with new confidence. "This fall, I
have questions . . of everyone. The project
has really made me more 'Investigative.' I
know how to interview people now. I know
how to ask questions. I didn't know there were
special ways to do that before."
Yvette's topic was determined by her experiences in h1gh school . " II seems that at a
lot of schools the discipline policy is enforced
for a couple of weeks and then dropped. We
need more consistency in order for good rules
to be effective."'
She recalled a time when she passed a
student in the hallway riding a bike. Moments
later a teacher confronted her at the end of
the hall and asked to see her hall pass. " It
seems like too much teacher time is spent
focusing on the smaller problems. The administration has to deal with the bigger ones
first.''
The InSIDER project offered Yvette a
'break from the regular school routine.' "The
way I've learned things here, well, it's really
involved me," she continued.
Yvette plans to go to college after she
graduates, but hasn't deetded on a major.
"Maybe computers . . maybe wnting," she
smiles.

"I see a lot of h1gh school-age-students
pregnant," said Tracy Walls, a senior at
Lindblom Tech. They're a lot more who drop
out of school.··
The teenage pregnancy topic interested
Tracy from the begrnning of the project. "I've
talked to pregnant gins, and I hear how difficult it becomes for them to stay in school."
She focused on the sex education program in
the high schools, and why it isn't causing
pregnancies to be reduced rather than increased.
Tracy said that Project InSIDER has been
an " experience in learning for her." "II has
really helped me to become better informed. I
used to think track1ng was a good idea; I
wanted to hurry up and get to the next highest
level. But I read in some of the reports that
tracking really might discourage some
people . I never had thought about it that way."
The interview with principal Nate Blackman
of Metro High School also opeT)ed Tracy's
eyes. "The classes at Metro last for an hour.
The teachers are called by their first names
and there are new courses. II sounds like
college," she exclaimed. "'Bull really think It's
great that they make up their curriculum. I
would like to determine what kind of classes
my school would offer, and I'm sure that some
of my friends would to."
Tracy IS leaving Lindblom next year, to
North Central College in Naperville. "After
that, I'm going to study religion at a seminary.
I believe I have a calling."

Robtn LaSota says that this fall she wfll
return as a "radical" to her high school, Whitney Young. " The project has really meant a
lot to me -there is so much I want to say and
do in my own high school. And th1s time I'm
not going to stop "
AI age 17, Robin is a self-described leader.
"I like to voice my opinions and I always have
something to say."
Robin's topic, the school Is a community,
was o11e that really involved her because she
sees schools as a place where all elements
must cooperate together in order for the students to succeed. "On the surface, this
community-style solution all sounds very
philosophical. But its really very practical.
Teachers and students can share a common
goal.''
One of the highlights of her summer in
Project InSIDER was an intervtew with Ted
Sizer, author of Horace's Compromise . She
had looked forward to meeting him because
she enjoyed reading his book and because
he teaches at Brown University where she
hopes to attend college.
S1zer Impressed her with h1s openness. " It
was wonderful. He appreciated what we had
to say and he really seemed to respect our
opinions."
Robrn has not decided what career she
plans to pursue, but she says that despite a
straight 'A' average in science, she won't go
Into the saences. " I really like people. I've
narrowed down my career choice to psychology, English, or sociology."

When Jorge Alicea dropped out of Wells
High School, he was frustrated with the attitude of some of his teachers. " I'd get up,
throw my clothes on, run to the bus stop and
arrive five minutes late and be locked out of
class. It was like the teachers were trymg to
prevent us from learning sometimes."
He found most of h1s classes impractical
and grew impatient w1th what he called the
" halo effect.'' "You know, if a student was
pretty smart, the teacher would move him up
front and teach him But if you were like me,
not-so-smart but willing to learn , the teacher
would 1gnore you."
.Iorge was uncomfortable In high school
because of setbacks. He was older than most
of his classmates. He imagined that In his
graduation portrait he'd have a full beard " I
would have gone to summer school, but 11
costs money that I didn't have."
So he dropped out. Jorge Is 1n the -last
phase of earning his GED and says that if he
earns enough money, he wants to go on lo
junior college. "If not, I'll just do something as
dose to architecture and drafting as possible"
In working on his InSIDER investigation,
Jorge held student hearings all over the city
with his InSIDER colleagues. He said he
could relate to a lot of the problems that high
school s tudents discussed at the hearings.
" They were feeling discouraged too. Sometimes there is so much red tape that it can
bring a person down."

Glibel Gomez

Lisa Moultrie

Lance Clarke

Martha Ayala

Whitney Young

Hyde Park

South Shore

Morgan Park

Glibel Gomez is more of a newcomer to the
Chicago public school system than her seven
c:o-wor1<ers. " I started school here In the fifth
grade after coming from the Philippines. I
found the system to be very different because
1n the Philippines teachers are really respected. Education is really valued because
there are so few who are able to attend
school.
Glibel said she has learned " a tremendous
amount" through Project InSIDER· " The
slats, the reports about all the crty's high
schools didn't bother me before because I
knew my school, Whitney Young, was up
there. The problems never touched me.
"They do now."
Glibel remembers being placed in freshman honors algebra after pre-algebra in
91ghth grade. " I fell totally unprepared and
lost in that class au the timel That's what
prompted me to investigate whether or not
college-bound students are really getting the
skills they need in high school," she said. " I
was slttJng in that math dass because I had
been told that colleges want students w1th
four years ol math and SCience, but I wasn' t
leamtng
Glibel has other concems related to the
schools as weU. 'We have got to re-tool the
poor teachers for other kinds of wor1(s, have
workshops to lfTlP(OVe the average teachers,
and really reward the better ones," she Said
''Dunng a field tnp to New Tner High School, I
actually heard a teacher say he was j1.Jst1n rt
tor the pay! IncredibleI But the pay for all good
teachers should be lfTlP(OVed ••
Gl1bel WIH be the edrtonat director of New
Expreaalon this year She says she sbU Is
uncertaln about hef car961" plans. She IS also
uncertain about the future of the Protect InSIDER report. "'I'm concerned that only
adults WIR read it I'm here tor the students. If
they don't read It, wtlat s the use of It?'

Project InSIDER has not only given Usa
Moultrie greater insight into the public
schools system at large, but also insight into
her own experiences as a student as well.
" I attend Hyde Pari< High, and I'm in the
magnet program. This summer, I've started to
realize how secluded the magnet program is
from the regular program. We have art and
gym together, but that's it. It's like the way the
students in the magnet high schools are
separated from the students in the neighborhood schools," she sa1d.
Lisa said that after several years in a
Gatholic grammar schocJj, she didn't want to
attend a public high school, but her mother
encouraged her to try Hyde Pari<. "I'm glad I
did," Usa said "I've had really good teachers.
lfs tunny, but this project has convinced me
that my trig teacher was good!
"I got my first 'D' in that trig class, but she
was really creative. She had us write a trig
text book and all that . ."
As a result of her segregation in the mmimagnet program, Usa's first interest was the
track1ng of students 1n different levels of
dasses " I wanted to Investigate the effects of
separating kids and labeling them 'honors' or
·regular' matenal " But she deCided to look
1nto a broader loptc of how each school can
function hke a good communrty would, With
people knowing one ano1hef and helping one
another
Usa stressed more flexibility at the adminIStration level as a way to 1mprove schocJjs.
··reachers should have mofe freedom and
support from their pnnetpals,' Usa con-

duded
Usa IS the Managing Editor of New Expreak)n for 1965-86, and she IS optimiSt~(;
about hef future as a jOUrnalist.

Nineteen-year-old Lance Clarke dropped
out of high school In his junior year at South
Shore. Mounting family problems and a rough
two years at Calumet High School left him
feeling alienated from school.
" My sister had a baby, and I babysat at
home while she tried to find a job and get
herself together. I missed a lot of dasses in
my junior year. By this lime, I was kind of
losing interest in schocJj anyway."
Lance spent his freshman and sophomore
year at Galumet High School, where every
day meant dealing wfth danger in the hallways. "We had gangs all over the plae;e thrOWing guys out of windows, ripping the
students olf. I was scared, but I didn't get
Involved."
He does remember one shop teacher who
treated all of his students "like his own sons
and daughters. He'd go around the room and
offer us help- he was always there."
Lance transferred to South Shore High
School partially to be in a safer environment.
" I noticed that at South Shore the people in
charge tried to prevent problems from com1ng
up."
At first Lance wanted do an mvestigabon on
how secunty problems affect leam1ng 1n htgh
school, but Instead he chose to look 1nto a
problem that faced him after dropping out of
htgh school - the lack of Job skills.
I thtnk that schools could better prepare
students to look for a JOO after htgh school and
have more woo-study programs 1n different
fields so we could know how 11 feels to work, '
he said.
Lance feels that Protect InSIDER has
opened h1s eyes to a lot of senous problems,
and 11 has giVen him a chance to d•scuss h1s
frustrabon. But the pro,ect wasn I everything
he thought rt would be II was up to us to
decide a lot mofe than I thought we would .
he Said.

" Morgan Park Is a good high school, but
even Morgan Park has problems ," said
Martha Ayala. "With people from so many
different races there, it's hard to create unity "
Unity IS an Important concept to Martha.
She believes that it is necessary In a school
and between grade schools and high schools
for "the best kind of learning to take place.''
" I found that so many of my friends passed
into high school that didn't know what they
needed to know. The subJects taught m
grammar school just didn't prepare me."
Martha wondered why the neighborhood
grammar schools and her h1gh school d1dn't
cooperate for the benefrt of their students. " If
one knew what the other was doing, maybe
the students would be readyl"
In keeping wtlh this concern, Martha hopes
that high schools will also start clar1fy1ng " the
skills needed for college. I have no 1dea what
will be expected of me once I get to college. I
wish I knew for sure that the way I study now
wtli wor1< for me later on."
PrOject InSIDER has made Martha hke her
seven co-wor1<ers, more aware of the prolr
lems that plague the crty schools "The low
read1ng levels and the drop-out rates really
astounded mel When you go to a good
school, and you are really tryJng, 1ts easy to
become isolated from the truth about education 1n thiS crty, · she sa~d
Martha·s plan for the future IS ·To s1ng1I m
really excrtod because a muSic company JUSt
expressed mterest1n my woo, she saJd I
love sang1ngt I f1nd ltlat rt 1s the best way to
c:ommumcate With people "

• Profect lnSI~ Reporl

ID

Recommendations
We hear others cry for more money for
teachers, for special programs for potential
drop-outs, for hundreds of new computers
in every high school, for less waste of
money in the Board of Education offices ...
and we agree with all of these concerns.
But, as student evaluators of the Chicago
Public High Schools, our first concerns are
about:
1. the poor human relations in our high
schools, and
2. the foggy way that we are Jed toward a
diploma with requirements we don't
understand and with expectations that
some of us, at times, are not prepared
to meet

Human relationships building community
Generally, we find that there 1s no sense
of community m our high schools. And so,
there IS no solid bas1s for mutual respect,
understandmg, cooperation or support
among students, teachers , administrators,
janitors, secunty guards and off1ce staff.
Yet, all of these Individuals are supposed to
be there for one reason, a common goal
which all should share - to make a good
education possible for every student.
Even where we found some schools With
some good community feelings , students
and staff were not always taking the new
and active roles needed to make the school
a real commun1ty.
Therefore, we make the followmg recommendations:
1. Because high school principals are not
normally trained to bring about group
decision-making and to motivate the entire
community to share in the operat1on and
development of the school, we recommend
that the Board set as1de funds to hire
human communicators who can help us
build a good community model in each high
school.
2. We also recommend that all high
school administrators be required to learn
these human relatior.s skills and begin to
practice them once the communicators
have us headed towards good community
participation.
3. Because students are labeled and set
apart according to their different abilities,
there is no sense of equality and unity
among them and little opportunity for them
to share in one another's goals. Therefore,
we recommend that one time be set aside
each day when students with mixed abil1t1es
can meet as a class to engage m a " real life"
course of study, discussing and sharing
thoughts on school 1ssues, sexuality,
choosmg a career, and immediate news
and controversy of the day. Students
should get credit for this course each year.
Teachers for these classes should be
selected for their ability to handle integrated, mixed-ability groups and their ability to guide discussion of sensitive issues in
an open-minded and sensitive way. We
suggest that these classes should be
limited to 15-20 students so that it's easier
for everyone to participate.
4. We also recommend that students,
teachers and administrators be encouraged to organize, together, the resources
and the services of th.e sch.ool ~~be of help
to one another. (A Hispanic bi-lingual stu-

dent may be struggling with basic English
but could help an honors student with beginning Spanish- and vice versa.) Many
of the possibilities for this recommendation
are included in the play we wrote on Page
Four of this report.

5. We believe that some teachers are not
at their best in classrooms with thirty students and would be happier and more suc·
cessful coordinating the tutoring programs,
support groups and school service programs mentioned on Page Four. Teachers
should be encouraged to consider these
programs as a challenge . Through coordinating these programs they will help
many students who do not learn well in
classes of thirty.
6. We don't find that student council representation is successful. And so, we urge
the schools to experiment w1th new models
of student participation m school
dec1s1on-makmg. Every student should understand that there is a place ... or a committee . . or a person in the school community that can respond to a problem that
affects that individual or to a problem that
affects a lot of people m the school - everything from ass1sting w1th a way to get
money for art supplies to preventmg fear
and v1olence. Because students form the
majority m this learning community, students must be more actively involved 1n
mak1ng the community work. We believe
that students will get involved in these
community services once they are given a
chance to see them succeed.
7. We know that students Will not take on
these responsibilities overnight, any more
than adults will give up some of their
authority overnight. These recommendations Will demand patience from
everyone until the new methods take hold,
probably two or three years. We urge good
two-way communication systems so that
criticism can be open and discussed instead of being destructive.

The College Prep
Curriculum
Generally, students are taking the
courses that counselors advise them to
take for college preparation without much
understanding of what it is about those
courses that IS preparing them to do college
work. The quality of these classes varies
drastically, and students are often deceived
into believing that they will be ready for
college when , actually, their classes in
algebra or geometry or literature are not
covering what the colleges want them to
have.
8. We urge the National Association of
College Admissions to prepare a highly
readable booklet (and computer program)
explaining what the colleges expect from
high school preparatory classes. Perhaps
they could write it as a check-off list that
would name authors in literature and that
would name specific units in biology.
Perhaps they could give examples of essay
questions and math problems that a freshman college professor would expect a student to be able to handle the first week of
class .
.
9. In the meantime, we recommend that

college prep students use the book entitled
Academic Preparation for College to
evaluate what they are getting right now.
Because this book is so difficult to understand, we recommend that each teacher of
a college prep class take the time to go
through the points that apply to that specific
course and explain to students how that
class is achieving those goals.
10. Since students at this time lack the
means to do anything about poor teaching
or watered-down classes or classes missing from their curriculum, we urge the new
Chicago high school deputy superintendents to make course-transferring within
the school more possible and coursetransferring to other schools more possible
as long as the student can show evidence
of poor college preparation in a specific
course .
11. We urge college-bound students to
organ1ze themselves as part of the school
community so that they can present grievances about their courses to the faculty and
so that they can propose additional courses
or programs that they have heard about in
other schools for their schools.
12. We recommend that the college
counselors use student aides who can
learn to assist students with application
forms, test forms and FAF forms so that the
counselors are freed to give more individual
help to students in selecting a college (See
Page Four and Recommendation Four).

Career and Job
Education
The job world is as big a mystery to most
students as the world of college. Some students believe the myth that a high school
diploma is a ticket to employment. Others
are so discouraged by the unemployment
all around them that they see no point in
high school courses, and they often drop
out.
13. The Chicago business community
must take career education more seriously.
We recommend that they search their companies for employees who can be INTERESTING and EFFECTIVE in a high
school classroom by explaining what he or
she does and what it takes to do that job.
These career representatives need to enter
English classes where they can demonstrate how they apply English to their jobs.
They need to enter math classes to show
how they apply math to their jobs. We also
recommend that a suitable organization,
such as Chicago United, should organize
this program so that teachers or student
groups can arrange for these guest
teachers.
14. We recommend that the business
community set a goal for 1985 to have
every Chicago high school adopted by a
major business. We further recommend
that those 80-or-more businesses work togather to find out what a business can do to
help students' career training. We were impressed, for example, with the program that
Oglivy and Mather has with Clemente High
School (See Page Seven).
15. Since job counselors are not included
in the school budget, we recommend that

students themselves organize a job service
(See Recommendation Four). A group of
students in Lakeview were able to form a
job service and find jobs for other teens
after preparing them to go out on job interviews.
16. We also think the school itself is a
good place to Jearn about job skills, especially if students are allowed to manage
many of the school services (See Recommendation Four), which could include food,
banking, computer. science, advertising,
sales, teaching, performing arts, etc.

The Chance to Learn
The spotlight has been on teenaged
dropouts for the past few years. And teens
are tired of being the scapegoats for a
problem that normally begins early in grade
school.
17. The best time to learn the basic skills
is before the age of eleven, and so the
Board of Education's spotlight should be on
the pre-schools and the primary grades to
make sure that students in those grades are
not falling behind. We also recommend
forming high school student tutoring teams
to work with grade school students on
reading and math. Perhaps these high
school teams could also be prepared to
interpret standardized test scores for parents.
18. Students are often assigned to
classes that are beyond their ability, and
normally they cannot make a change. We
urge an end to this oppressive situation because it is one of the major reasons students leave school before graduating.
Therefore, we propose the establishment of
a teacher-student grievance committee in
every school where students can turn for
help. The committee should have power to
make recommendations to the principal, to
specific teachers and to the student. Just
the knowledge that there is a place to shout,
"Help!" would make a difference
19. Each of us needs to feel good about
ourselves, and even though it is not possible for every student to be a top performer,
it is possible for every student to mature as
a thinker, as a friend, as a citizen and as a
creator. We believe that many of our
recommendations· about building school
community would offer opportunities for
every student to mature in this way and to
feel successful about what he or she has
achieved in high school.

On the Lighter Side
We want you to know that we are very
normal fun-loving high school students.
20. We urge that each high school set
aside one day this school year on which a
selected group of students (you decide how
to select them- we can't figure out everything for you) would actually run the school,
acting as administrators, teachers, janitors,
etc. The switch would give students a
chance to see what it's like on the "other
side, " and a chance to try out their Ideas of
how things should be run . This day should
be proclaimed Inside Out Day, in the name
of change, togetherness, and fun.
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Anyone Concerned!

We want your opinion!
We know we are not the only ones who have something to say about
the htgh schools, so let's hear from all of you. Many voices make a loud
noise!

4. We encourage you

to write a letter to the editor about INSIDE OUT. We plan
to print as many of these letters as we can in future lsues of New
Expression.

Name:

1. Pleas~ tell us which recommendations on page

12 you strongly agree with, if

any. C1rcle no more than five.
#1

#2

116

#7

# 11
#16

#12
#17

#3
#8
#13
#18

Are you a
#4
#9
#14
#19

2. Please tell us which recommendations you disagree with , if any

#5
#10
#15
#20
Circle no

more than five.

#1
#6
#11
#16

#2
#7
#12
#17

#3
#8
#13
#18

School or Organization:

#4
#9
#14
*19

#5
#10
#15
#20

student? (year of graduation)
teacher? (subject or grade)
administrator? (title)
parent? (thanks for your concern!)
other:

Please mall to: YOUTH COMMUNICATION 207 S. Wabash Chicago
60604.
,
,
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